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Ahavah is a social enterprise that brings to you
art, culture and sustainability in a fresh way

through gifting solutions.
 

Ahavah is committed to creating social and
economic impact for artisans and marginalized

producer communities across India. Our
approach has been to co-create quality products
of beauty and value for various gifting needs by

partnering directly with artisans, grassroot
NGOs, women collectives and fair trade

enterprises. 
 

By choosing to collaborate with us, you get to
create meaningful impact with your gifts while 
 experiencing consciously made products rooted

in tradition and culture. 
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Sending gifts are a great way to connect with
your employees, friends and family. In the

spirit of mindful gifting, we have put together
a collection that can be customised and

curated for your specific bulk gifting needs.
Whether it is a wedding or a corporate event

we have you covered.
 

Based on the products you choose, we will 
 tailor-make your gifts with the right
packaging and branding to create a

memorable experience. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Gift Sets 
P R E - C U R A T E D  



Copper bottle with your custom branding (750ml)
Box of mitti diyas (Set of 4 )
Pure wild forest honey  (100gms)
Personalized gift box sleeve with company logo and design

This hamper is festive, luxurious and healing. Each product, made by traditional artisans, is
designed to spread cheer and celebrate the occasion. Gift this to your employees or delegates and
you are sure to delight them!

Add on : Custom designed card with message and logo 
(seed paper / standard)  or premium gift packaging at an additional cost.

 

Request quote
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"Pure - Elements " Hamper



Copper bottle with your custom branding (750ml)
Pair of copper glasses (Set of 2 )
Soy wax fragrant candle 
Rasa artisanal soap
Personalized gift box sleeve with company logo and design

This hamper is festive, wholesome and healing. Each product, made by rural artisans, is designed
to spread cheer and celebrate the occasion. Gift this to your employees or delegates and you are
sure to delight them!

Add on : Custom designed card with message and logo 
(seed paper / standard) or premium gift packaging at an additional cost.

Request quote
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"Copper-Flame" Hamper



Hand-painted Kalamkari notebook made of handmade paper (8 by 6 inches, 100 pages)
Seed pen / Bamboo pen 
Personalized gift box sleeve with company logo and design

The Artisanal Desk Essentials hamper reimagines what desk accessories could look like. They are
functional, yet vibrant and creative.  Perfect for both office and WFH!

Add on : Custom designed card with message and logo 
(seed paper / standard) or premium gift packaging at an additional cost.

 

Request quote
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"Artisanal Desk " Hamper

Request quote
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"Ghaas poos Desk "  Hamper

Water Hyacinth handpainted notebook made of standard paper (8 by 5 inches, 200 pages)
 Bamboo pen 
Personalized gift box sleeve with company logo and design

The Woody Desk Essentials hamper reimagines what desk accessories could look like. They are
functional, stunningly earthy and plant based.  Perfect for both office and WFH!

Add on : Custom designed card with message and logo 
(seed paper / standard) or premium gift packaging at an additional cost.

Request quote



Handpainted Kalamkari wooden tray 
Coffee / Tea from the Nilgiris
Floral mitti boat diya
Rose fragrant candle
Personalized gift box sleeve with company logo and design

This hamper with it's Kalamkari Tray ,  Coffee / Tea,  Rose fragrant candle and Floral mitti diya
make a wholesome Diwali hamper. Gift this to your employees or clients and you are sure to
delight them. 

Add on : Custom designed card with message and logo 
(seed paper / standard) or premium gift packaging at an additional cost.

Request quote
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"A Sip of  Grace "  Hamper



Handmade eco-printed notepad 
Thick natural cotton tote bag
Seed pen
Personalized gift box sleeve with company logo and design

This hamper with its eco-printed notepad , seed pen and tote bag/ backpack with nature-inspired
designs is the perfect gift for the nature lover! And for your corporate outbound events! And for
all "Earth"ly occasions! It can be further personalized with your logo and designs.

Add on : Custom designed card with message and logo 
(seed paper / standard) or premium gift packaging at an additional cost.
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"For-the-love-of-nature" Hamper

Request quote



Gift Box 
C U S T O M I S E  Y O U R  



Made of recycled paper
Contains seeds 
Custom branding and logo

These eco-friendly pens are a great
alternative to plastics pens. They are
biodegradable and have seeds which will
grow into lovely plants. They are made by a
group of  specially abled individuals from
Kerala. Making seed pens serve as a source of
livelihood for them while being able to work
from the comfort of their homes. 

Eco-Friendly Seed 
 

Pens

Banana Fiber 
 

Pens
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Made of  dried banana fibre
Handmade 

These eco-friendly pens made from dried
banana fiber are great alternatives to plastic
pens.  These pens are made by a group of
specially abled individuals and women from
Sirsi, Karnataka. Making products from banana
fibre such as pens, stands, boxes etc. serve as
their main source of livelihood enabling them to
lead productive and dignified lives.

Request quote

Request quote
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Bamboo  
 

Pen

Handcarved 
Made of Bamboo and coconut shell
Once the ink is over, they can be replaced with
another.

Bamboo pens make great alternatives to the most
commonly available plastic pens. If you have been
waiting to take the first step into making a
conscious choice on how you buy / consume
products on a daily basis, then it's here and now.
These bamboo pens are made by a rural artisan
collective in Kerala.

Request quote



Water Hyacinth  
 

Kalamkari  
 

Journals
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Journals

Hardbound cover made of raw silk fabric. 
Hand-painted with natural dyes
Made of handmade paper in the inside
Dimension : 8 by 6 inches 
Available in handmade paper / standard

These rich Kalamkari journals make a
wonderful gift that can be given just as such.
They  are hand-painted by artisans of
Srikalahasti in Andhra Pradesh using natural
colours from fruits and vegetables, . 

Made of hardbound water hyacinth cover. 
Hand-painted rickshaw motif 
Dimension : 8 by 5 inches 
Available in both handmade paper and
standard paper

These elegant eco-friendly journals are made of a
water weed that grows abundantly in the
wetlands of  West Bengal. They are handcrafted
and painted by rural artisans of  Nadia district.
They serve as a major source of livelihood for the
local community while ensuring that the waters 
 and aquatic life is kept healthy and alive.

Request quote

Request quote



Eco-printed handmade covers 
Handprinted using leaves and flowers
Standard paper present on the inside
7 by 5  inches, 75 sheets
With personalised logo and brand

Inspired from nature, Eco-printing is a process of
using leaves and flowers to print their natural
pigments onto the paper. This completely
ecofriendly process of printing creates  designs of
beautiful hues and colors that are natural and
pure. They are made by specially-abled
individuals supported by an NGO in Kerala. 

Request quote

Request quote

Eco-printed
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Notepads

Block printed fabric  
 

Journals

Hardbound cover made of  cotton fabric. 
Made of block printed fabric 
Made of premium quality 80 GSM paper 
Dimension : 5 by 4 inches 
Available in various prints

These ethnic fabric journals make wonderful
gifts. They are handmade by artisans of UP.  
 They are inspired from India's rich cultural
heritage of art and textile traditions.
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Journal and
Photoframe  

 
Giftset Handmade book & paper : 5 x 7.25 inches, 50

sheets
Photoframe: 4.5 by 5.5 inches
Material: Handmade Paper

Explore this vibrant gift set consisting of a
handpainted notebook and a magnetic photo
frame. They are made by a group of women artisans
belonging to underprivileged households of
Mumbai. Making and selling creative products,
serve as a source of livelihood for the women.

Request quote



Copper Artisanal 
 

Copper 
 

Bottle 
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Glass

Available in various sizes
Engraving available for company
logo and message

Copper is an essential mineral
significant for human health. It's long
been a holistic tradition in India to
drink water from Copper bottles . It
helps to remove  free radicals and
toxins thereby improving the
immunity of the body. They are made
by a community of artisans in Agra.

Available in various styles
Engraving available for company logo
and message

Copper is an essential mineral significant
for human health. It's long been a holistic
tradition in India to drink water from
Copper bottles . It helps to remove  free
radicals and toxins thereby improving the
immunity of the body. They are made by a
community of artisans in Agra.

Request quote

Request quote
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Wooden Desk 
 Organizer

Made of Neem wood
12 by 5.5 by 0.8 inches
Colour : Natural

The wooden desk organiser is a great product for
your home office. If you have ever found yourself
constantly trying hard to keep your desk space tidy
and well organized so that you don't have to spend
all your time hunting for things, then this is just
right for you. These are made by rural artisans who
we have been trained to make functional and
decorative products for daily use.

Request quote



Leather Laptop 
 

Banana Fibre Laptop 
 

Made of banana fibre and leather 
Dimension : 14 by 10.2 inches
This can be additionally personalized
with your company branding / logo .

The laptop bag is made of Banana Fibre.
They are drawn into ropes and handwoven
making them a precious and ecofriendly
gift to give. They are made by rural
artisans in Karnataka.

Bag
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Bag

Available in multiple colours
Dimenion : 14 by 10.2 inches

The Shanti leather craft is predominantly
found in West Bengal. This craft form was
patronized by Shri Rabindra Nath Tagore
who revived a number of craft forms that
were becoming redundant. These
beautifully made laptop sleeves are a
classy and contemporary piece to carry
around. These can be customised with
your company logo and design. 

Request quote

Request quote



Warli Cotton Tote   
 

Icon of Jaisalmer Tote 
 

Made of cotton 
Dimension : 15.5 by 16.5 inches 
With  personalised company branding
/ logo 

These fun yet ethnic tote bags make a great
replacement for plastic bags. They can be
used to carry your essentials or shopping
goodies. They are made by individuals
faced with disabilities and special needs.

Bags
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Bags

Hand-painted 
Thick cotton material
Dimension : 15 by 15 inches 
With personalised company
branding/logo 

These culture inspired warli art tote
bags are hand-painted by specially-
abled children from Kerala. 

Request quote

Request quote



Drawstring
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Backpackss

Made of cotton 
Dimension : 15 by 15 inches 

These funky backpacks make great utility bags
for use in colleges, gyms, office, commuting,
etc. They are made by specially-abled
individuals residing in a Rehabilitation Center
in Karnataka.

Request quote



Jute Warli Art 
 

Sabai Grass 
 

Planters
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Planters

Made of Jute
Handcrafted 
Dimension : 7 by 7 inches

Bring home these planters made by
specially-abled children and youth from
Kerala. They are made of  jute material and
handpainted with Warli art.  

Made of  Sabai grass
Comes in varying colours 
Dimension : 8 by 8 inches

They are all natural, handcrafted &
environment friendly. This planter is made of
Sabai grass a perennial grass which grows in
West Bengal & Orissa Mayurbhanj area. More
than 60 rural households earn their
livelihoods through the sabai grass project.

Request quote

Request quote



Table top Mini
 

Mobile 
 

Amplifier
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Planter

Handmade  and handpainted
Handpainted 
Made of Mitti 
There is a small opening at the bottom to
allow drainage
Dimension : 2.5 inches by 2.5 inches

These earthen planters are a beautiful
addition to your decor. Keep them on your
office table to add a bit of green to your space.
These are made  by artisans in Rajastan.

Made of wood and natural resin
Made by artisans of Channapatna,
Karnataka
Handsfree mobile docker

A simple natural sound amplifier and holder
for your cell phone. This elegant handcrafted
Channapatna wooden piece with its vibrant
natural colours is a delight to the eyes. A
subtle non-powered sound amplifier that is
ideal for use at home, office or during outings

Request quote

Request quote



Request quote

Request quote

Indigo Fabric   
 

Bookmarks

Kalamkari Art 
 

Bookmarks
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Handstitched
 Made of cotton fabric  attached with
tassles 
Dimension : 1.5 by 7 inches

These fabric bookmarks are a fun and
ethnic addition to your desk accessory
collection. These are handmade by a
collective of  women artisans from Sewa. 

Hand-painted with natural dyes
Made on cotton fabric 

These traditionally exquiste Kalamkari
bookamarks make wonderful gifts. They  are
hand-painted by artisans of Srikalahasti in
Andhra Pradesh using natural colours from
fruits and vegetables.  Getting these
bookmarks will be a step towards supporting
a movement to revive the art form.



Eco-friendly Palm Leaf 
 Bookmarks

Pressed Flower    
 

Bookmarks
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Fresh flowers pressed on handmade
paper
Dimension : 2 by 6 inches

The pressed flower bookmarks are a fresh
addition to your desk accessory collection.
Experience a touch of fresh air with these
beautifully handcrafted bookmarks  made by
specially-abled artisans from Kerala. 

 Made on palm leaf
Dimension : 1.5 by 7 inches

These eco-friendly palm leaf bookmarks
are a great cultural addition to your
desk accessory collection. Experience a
touch of Indian heritage and ancestry
with these beautifully crafted
bookmarks made by Saura artists of
Orissa. 

Request quote

Request quote



Made of  palm leaf
Multi-color (raw palm leaf colour
available too)
Dimension: 6 by 2.5 inches

These  penstands are handmade by rural
artisans of Tamil Nadu. They are colourful,
durable and eco-friendly in nature, that
make absolutely stunning gifts to give your
employees. 

Banana Fiber 
 

Penstands

Palm Leaf 
 

Penstands
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Made of dried banana fiber and
fabric.
Dimension: 6 by 2.5 inches

These ecofriendly penstands made from
dried banana fiber are handmade by
specially- abled individuals. This
livelihood activity enables them to lead
productive and dignified lives.

Request quote

Request quote



Wooden Block 
 

Floral Mitti 
 

Diyas
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Diyas

Handpainted 
4.5-5 inch long 

These beautfiully carved intricate
wooden tea lights make great gifts for the
festival season. They come in various
designs which can be assorted for the
occasion. They are made by artisans in
Rajastan. 

Handmade
Dimension: 4 by 2.5 by 0.75 inches
Packaging box included

Traditional mitti diyas are given a
contemporary twist with lovely floral
additions. They are handcrafted by a women
collective consisting of waste pickers and
marginalised women who are trained on the
craft for alternate livelihood opportunities.  

Request quote

Request quote



Request quote

Request quote
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Floral Mitti 
 

Diyas

Handmade 
Dimension: 4.5 by 4.5 by 2.5 inches
Set of 4 
Packaging box included

Traditional mitti diyas are given a
contemporary twist with lovely floral
additions. They are handcrafted by a women
collective consisting of waste pickers and
marginalised women who are trained on the
craft for alternate livelihood opportunities.  

Storage
 

Baskets

This food safe, non toxic basket is
handcrafted from Sabai, a perennial grass
that grows in West Bengal & Orissa known
for its sturdiness. Use it for serving bread or
as an organizer.

Handwoven with Sabai grass
Dimension: 8.25 by 3 inches
Available in multiple colours



Request quote

Request quote

Kalamkari 
 

Handpainted  
 

Trays
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Trays

Hand-painted on fabric with natural
dyes
Wooden frame
Dimension : 7 by 4 inches 

These kalamkari trays are hand-painted
and box-framed by women artisans of
Srikalahasti in Andhra Pradesh. They
make exquisite gifts for homes and offices
while sustaining the dying Kalamkari art
form.

Handpainted 
Boxframed
Dimension : 9 by 11 inches 

Add vibrance to your space with these lovely
trays that are handpainted by a group of low-
income women artisan collective from
Mumbai.



Neem Wood Serving 
 

Neem wood 
 

Bowl
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Platter

Made of neem wood
Handcrafted 
Dimension : 8.6 by 5.5 by 0.8 inches

These artisanal wooden serving platters or
trays are handcarved with great skill and
finesse.  They are functional and
decorative, making them perfect additions
for your serve wear sets.

Made of  neem wood.
Handcarved
Dimension : 6.7 by 3.14 inches

These artisanal wooden bowls are
handcrafted by artisans with great finesse to
serve as a salad  bowl or a multipurpose bowl.
They are functional and decorative, making
them perfect additions for your serve wear
sets. 

Request quote

Request quote
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Set 
Braided Palm Leaf Storage

Available in multiple colours
Set of 3
Dimenion : 2" by 3.5", 4" by 5.5", 5.5" by 7"

These palm leaf boxes are handmade by
artisans of Tamil Nadu. They are a small
group of weavers who have been traditionally
making palm leaf products over the years for
their livelihood. They are multifunctional
and decorative. You can use them as a jewel
box set or a set of storage boxes for your
home.

Request quote
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Coasters

Handcrafted 
Set of 6
Yellow in colour
 Dimension: 4.2 by 4.2 inches 
Heatproof

Handwoven by rural women & youth of West
Bengal using locally available indegenous
Bamboo using traditional methods. They add a
vibrant yet earthy tone to your space. 

Bamboo 

Request quote
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Lamps

Hand-painted on fabric
Dimension : 6 inches 
Light bulb included 

Dazzle your table tops with these ethnic hand-
painted lamps. They are made by a group of
women artisans belonging to poor households
of Mumbai. Making and selling creative
products serve as a source of livelihood for the
women.

Handpainted 

Request quote



Made of soy wax
Scented with lemon grass/lavender/
strawberry/ peach
250gms 

Personalise these luxury aromatic candles
with your company logo or event. This is a
classy gift that is sure to leave an
impression. 

 

Scented Rose 
 

Luxury Soy Wax 
 

Candles
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Candles
Our scented rose candles (available in
various colours) are made by terminally
ill patients. Candle making serves as their
main source of
livelihood and gives them a sense of hope
and dignity.

Made of hard wax
Scented with lemon grass/
lavender/ strawberry/ peach

Request quote

Request quote



Batik / Blockprinted
 

Stoles
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Made of mill made cotton
20 inches by 70 inches

Cotton batik stoles available in varying
colours and designs. These are
handcrafted by artisans in West Bengal.
Batik is a technique of wax-resist
dyeing applied to whole cloth.

Silk Neck 
 

Tie 

Made of Mulberry Silk
Standard length

These beautifully handcrafted neckties 
 are made using the tie and dye
technique using natural dyes.  They are
made of premium quality making them
great gifts. They are a piece to own!

Note: More stoles in varying craft forms like
block printing, jamdani etc. available. 

Request quote

Request quote



16 by 16 inches
Single piece

These beautifully handcrafted cushion covers
are made using block printing technique
along with embroidered mirrors and
embelishments. These are made by traditional
artisans in Barmer village. Add these to your
drawing room decor and bring in a touch of
heritage to your space while sustaining
traditional craft based livelihoods. 
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Covers
Block Printed Cushion

Request quote



Wild Forest  
 

Honey
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No additives or preservatives
Varying sizes available
Packed in glass jars

Enjoy pure wild forest honey harvested
by the Kattunayakan tribe of the
Gudalur valley. Honey gathering is a
much-awaited annual ritual for the
tribe and they are even considerate of
their wild neighbors in the process!

Fresh Cardamom  
 

Tea

100gms 
Rich antioxidants 

Our pure cardamom tea is harvested by a
tribal collective in the Nilgiris . An instant
mood booster and energizer, Cardamom Tea
carries the perfect blend of sweet and spicy
notes. 

Request quote

Request quote
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Lambani  
 

Keychains 

Handcrafted 
Dimension : 6.75 by 2 inches

These keychains are handmade using
mirrors  and threaded embellishments  
by the nomadic Lambani community
in north Karnataka. 

Eco-friendly Fiber   
 

Keychains

Handcrafted 
Dimension : 6 by 1 inch

These keychains are handmade by a
collective of women from Karnataka.
They hand-weave the fiber to make
beautiful pieces from banana fiber.

Request quote

Request quote



CHOOSE YOUR

 
GIFT
PACKAGING
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Thank you!

ahavah.crafts

ahavah-crafts

ahavah.india@gmail.com

90756 43709 / 98200 93850


